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By ALAN LONG
Beautiful color photos and numerous pictures of campus life
highlight the 1950 La Torre.
One of the best of the color pictures is the Student Union, lights
blazing within, taken at night. Other pictures are the, Tower taken
.1 from the Library entrance, the red
girders of the new Women’s gym
outlined against the blue sky, and
five of casual campus scenes.
The campus life section portrays
unposed scenes ranging from a
Registration day picture to a phoPresident ’I’. W. MacQuarrie to taken on the beach at Santa
took an administrative stand on Cruz, Such familiar scenes as the
the library situation" yesterday Coop during the rush hour. the.
by declaring that extended service Spartan Shop, the Library, and
is only a tuture possibility.
; many more were caught by the
’ The college executive indient- I photographer’s camera for the
lid he "would make a request I 1950 .La Torre.
-Student ’affairs, student govfor additional library funds- as
an item in the ’51-’52 budget". I eminent, class officers, campus
State appropriations are needed I publications, the 1939 Spann
if longer service is to be
! Ii r a s, fraternities, sororities,
orized, he stated. More money
clubs; and organizations are Into meet librarian, janitorial, and . cluded In La Torre..
engineering I’M/CIO:C.% is WWI’S- I
Awn her innovation of Editor
sary for proposed longer service. Lou Frangione is the listing of the
Ills decision came after a con- degree earned by the graduating
ference Tuesday with Dr. Esther seniors along with t heir names
Shephard, chairman of the .Li-’ and pictures.
brary committee Who presented .
Instead of printing pictures
statistics and recommendations on of all the faculty, this y-ear’s
the May trial period. The trial yearbook has pictures of the deperiod was authorized after 1300 partment heads with some backstudents petitioned for longer ground material of their depart"open hours".
ment.
Trial Period Faulty
I
Students who have paid for
. According to Dr. Shephard, the ; their La Torres may pick them
Library committee felt that the up today and tomorrow between
experimental period was "not the 9:30 a.m.
and 2:30 p.m. in the
best for the test".
Inner Quad hallway nearest the
"Attendance figures revealed
Reserve Book room.
Frangione
that library attendance is high; said. est during the fall months. The
slight student response to the ex-

Pre.’vy to Seek
Library Funds

Shown gathered in the Conway parlor for Kay’s birthday party
in "Time and the Conway’s" are, left to right, Dwen Dam, Cliff
Roche, Pat Ironside. Shirley Wilber, and Bert Graf. The play opens
in the Little Theater tonight at 8:15 for a five -night run.
photo by Illidenbrandt

Hue and the ionways7 Updns onig t;i
Pat Ironside will Have Leading Role

-

Juniors to Slum
Tickets for the junior class
swimming party go on sale at
9:30 o’clock this morning under
the Library arch, Ed Gasper,
class social chairman, announced yesterday. The party is scheduled for June 15 at Club Almaden,

By MARION SUMMERS
"Time and the Conways", sixth and fineF production in the 1949- ,
50 drama season, will open tonight at 8:15, in the Little Theater.
The play is a fantasy about a typical English family which is pro- I WO
jected 20 years into the future, and brought back again.
Pat Ironside, a young professional actress from Saratoga and
former San Jose State college
drama major, will play the leading role of Mrs. Conway. Bert
Graf will play Alan, the Conway
son who adjusts to the startling
changes of time.
Gwen Samuelson will portray
Madge, the idealistic girl who
becomes an embittered school
teacher. The part of Robin, the
indolent, good-for-nothing Conway son, will he --acted by Jim
Jensen. Gwen Dam will play Hazel, the selfish one, who learns
a cruel lesson from her husband
Ernest, played by Cliff Roche.
Shirley Wilber, RS Kay. will portray a would-be novelist discontended with a journalistic career.
Dorothy Williams will be Carol
Conway, Joan Buechner Will play
.oan Helford, the girl next door,
- and Jim Clark will play Gerald
Thornton, a lawyer.
John R. Kerr is directing "Time
and the Conways". Settings are
designed by J. Wendell Johnson.
and constructed under the supervision of Jim Lioi and Doug Morrissore Costumes of two periods are
designed and constructed by Berneice Prisk and Chez Haehl.
The difficult make-up for the
production is supervised, by Alden Smith. The entire cast ages
20 years in the second act, and
the make-up is vitally important.

Council Discusses
Health Program
The Student Council will hold a
special meeting at 3:30 p.m. today in the Student Union. The
group will considgr recommendations of the counril’s health committee on alternative plans to the
present system of health protectton in use. at San Jose State college, according to Dave Down,
ASH president.

ieceive
Cash Awards

,

the vveather, among other things.
1The fact that a large number of
students live far away from the
campus also might have something
Co-recipients of the Alice Bassj to do with the poor turnout," she
ler Award, which was presented said.
The Library, committee deat Tuesday night’s meeting of the
,IFttIIIIPhysical Education and Recrea- eided that the Saturday afterThe installation of the new of- tion Majors club were Leta Wal- noon opening, already planned
for next quarter, is "very desirteru
and
Carol
.ne
tsy
N
[leers will highlight the AW S
banquet at Lou’s Village tonight. The I Miss Walter has been president able". Dr. Shephard recommendbanquet honors the 100 most ac- Iof WAA ,and active in Tau Gam- ed that another trial period over
tive women students for the past !ma, honorary professional physic- a longer period of time be tried.
al education women’s honorary,
"Although statistics show atschool year.
Ia
the Majors club. She is now tendance was poor during the May
The new officers are Joan.Hale,nd
president; Jo Ann Keeler. first student teaching at Hayward high period, we feel that the results
vice-president; Pat Flanagan, sec-ischool and plans to take graduate aren’t entirely representative,"
study atn
Columbia university
Dr. MacQuarrie said.
i
ond vice-president: Shirley Cran- ;
Longer flours Needed
dall, secretary, and Ingrid Ander- i New York next year.
Also active in WAA and Tau
"I think that if a longer period
son, treasurer.
Gdest speaker at the banquet , Gamma, Miss Nystuen has been a is provided for later on, students
will be Dr. Dorothy Kaucher. The I member of Spartan Spears and will get used to the idea, and it
should prove ’worthwhile. Certainspecial program has been arrang- Black Masque.
She was recreation chairman ly, .longer hours could be utilized
Ingrid
Anderson,program
b
d
for AU’S and manager of tbe -by many s ut ents,-Wc7hAVCI.
Chairman,
The 100 women to be honored annual swim show this year. longer service before, -but results
at the banquet were chosen for She is student teaching at David were similar to the May experitheir outstanding enthusiasm and Starr Jordan Junior high school ment."
Dr. ,ThieQuarrle said that the
interest in.San Jose State college’s In Palo Alto, and next year will
library staff was overburdened
teach in the Santa Clara high
activities.
school.
ennsiderably during the trial
The $25 award which each girl period. Librarian Joyce Backus
received has been given annually declared the extra hours In May
since 1937, honoring Alice Bass- necessitated several shifts in
ler, who began the women’s phys- working personnel.
Members of the Order departMrs. Eleanor Mann, occupation- ical education department more
ment were switched around to
al therapy instructor, received no- than 25 years ago.
It is given to outstanding phys- meet the need, and "hours in extice yesterday morning that she
has been elected to the position ical education and recreation sen- tent of half of the librarians’ time
of vice-president of the Northern ior majors, who have contributed plus student help" were added to
California Occupational Therapy the most service to the depart- the schedule, according to Miss
ment and the college and also on Backus.
association.
"There- was no noticeable inMrs. Mann will be installed Fri- a scholarship basis.
crease in book circulation over the
day evening at a meeting of the
past month," Miss Backus added.
group at the Palo Alto ’Hied
Arts Guild. Before the installaThe cold weather last night
tion, the association will tour the
forced the Spartan Spinners to
Palo Alto Veterans’ hospital.
Part of the duties of the vice- move their "Inner Quad ScramDo you recall yesterday’s forepresident of the organization are ble" to the YWCA, according to
to act as program chairman, ar- Jack Golden, publicity chairman. cast? Well, it’s valid for today
More than 100 persons were also. Fair with little temperature
range meetings and meeting places and organize programs of en- present for the evening of danc- change on both ballots. Yesterday’s
tertainment for the gatherings. ing. Dr. and Mrs. Carl Duncan mercury topper was 76 with a
Another part of her job is, she were’ presented $10 for a record low of 47. Skies were as befudsays. "to hope the president is album in recognition of their ser- dled and cloudy as the mind of a
defeated primary candidate.
present at all of the meetings". I vice to the Spartan Spinners.
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arren, james
Roosevelt Win
Primary Tests

Governor Earl Warren and Democratic possibility Jimmy Roosevelt got the "go" sign from voters
as they won out on their respective tickets as expected in Tuesday’s state primary.
From. now Until November they
get down to the business of convincing Californians which has the
best to offer for the next four
years.
Governor Warren, Nice-presidential nominee in 1948, captured
GOP support going away with
something like a 9-1 edge on the
Republican side of the_ ballot returns. Roosevelt , a pu1ltica1iiew
corner with a respected name.
qualified as the Democratic entry in the gubernatorial race with
a slight margin verdict.
Presidential aspirations might
be in the offing in 1952 as Warren and Roosevelt contest the lob
of bossing the nation’s second
largest state.
Incumbent Goodwin J. Knight
won’t have to worry about a November run-off. The Republican
swept both nominations to maintain his post as lieutenant governor over Democrat George Miller
Jr. and Republican Raymond Darby.
Republican Edward S. Shattuck
and Democrat* Edmund G. "Pat"
Brown earned the right to square
off for ousted Fred N. Ilowser’s
position of attorney general.
Congresswoman Helen Gahagan
Douglas will challenge Republican
Congressman Richard M. Nixon
for Sheridan Downey’s U.S. Senate seat. Democrat Manchester
Soddy, Lo
Angeles publisher,
trailed on both ballots.
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What Do You Think?

The fadure of the recent -Spring Sing leave the way open for
consideration of a joint fraternity -sorority-independent singing festival
on Washington_square.
Several weeks ago the Daily suggested +hat iise Infer-fraternity
council and Panhellenic council give thought t9 the idea of combining
their present singing events into a program to be presented annually
on Mother’s Day.
We will have our first annual Dad’s Night football game
this fall. But we still haven’t succeeded in setting aside a day
for Spartan mothers.
The Daily sees a joint IFC-Panhellenic-Independent music festival
as the solution to our problem. Such an eV’ent would attract wide
interest among students and parents alike. The publicity gained from
a program of this type would be beneficial to the college.
Rules governing the -sing- could be drawn (4.p by representatives
of the three groups. Each group which participates in the festival
could be limited to one song so that the program would not be
too lengthy.
By placing this proposed festival under the joint sponsorship
of the IFC-Panhellenic-and Independents there would be an ex.cellent opportunity for closer cooperation and harmony between
these groups, as well as the avoidance of inter-fraternity bickering
in the future.
The Daily believes that the Inter-fraternity and Penhellenic
councils and the Independents could help themselves and our college
immeasurably by adopting this plan for on all-camp.us. Mother’s Day
festival. This’affair easily could develop into one of the outstanding
collegiate events on the Pacific Coast.
What do you think?

Promising Future

The basketball barnctorming tour of the East and Middle West
now lieing lined up by the Athletic department is a tribute to State’s
fast-growing fame in the sports world.
Athletic Director Tiny Hartranft and ffaetbalhCoarti Walt
McPherson have succeeded in scheduling games with Manhattan,
Beloit and Hemline. Contests with other schools in those areas are
still pending.
State has come a long way in basketball since the end of the
war. The Spartans’ fine showings against Cow Palace opponents,, climaxed der long, hard uphill fight for national recognition. Many years
of untiring effort by McPhecson and other members of the department have broughtdesired- results.
Now that State has been successful in scheduling -big time"
opponents our athletic future appears promising indeed.

DAVE DOWN REPORTS ON
YOSEMITE PSPA MEET
_lay JEANNE THOMAS
Newly-elected ASB President
Dave Down returned recently from
a folic-day session in Yosemite national park, where he and four
other San Jose State college delegates atended the annual Pacific
Student President’s association
meeting.
Accompanied by Don Schaeffer,
Bop Seal, Bob Madsen, and Pete
Cirivelli, Down met with student
leaders from Washington Arizona
Colorado, Idaho, New Mexico, Oregon, Utah, Montana, Hawaii, and
all parts of California.
Common Meeting Ground
"Representatives from large and
small colleges and universities
found a common meeting ground
to discuss
basic problems of
each school. By combining these
we often found solutions to our
individual questions," Down said.
"During our discussion periods
and by comparing situations
with others schools, we found
that San Jose has the closest
student -faculty relationship of
any of the other state colleges,"
Down continued, "It is this rapport, which we have succeeded
in establishing, which will make
San Jose State college even
stronger."
The PSPA convention was highlighted by nine working discussion
groups. Representatives from this
campus attended five of these.
Peter Cirivelli, recently-elected
ASB treasurer, attended discussion
meetings centered around, "Elnan,
ciaL Operation of the Student Government."
. Down attended a pertinent session on "Organization of the Student Government." "More than 20
different colleges were represented
at the particular meeting. The
mutual suggestions and schedules
of each institution gave the San
Jose delegates many valuable tips,
some of which will be put into
practice next year," he said.
"Relationship of the Campus
Newspaper to the Student Government, and the College Administration," was the topic discussed
by the group ASB Treasurer Bob
Seal attended.
"Orientation Programs" were
dissected by Bob Madsen, recent winner of the ASB vicepresidential race, and delegates
from 16 other universities and
small colleges.
Other discussion groups centered around the questions of
"Union Building Administration",
"Campus Community Philosophy",
"Relationship of NSA to Student
Goverrfrnent", and "Inter -collegiate Non-athletic Programs."
Don Schaeffer, ASB president,
and his wife Katie attended panel
discussions on "Leadership Training Program"
"Report of the PSPA Convention," a complete record of the

During the past -few weeks various student factions about campus have seen fit to attribute the
failure of the student -faculty Me-,
movie’ Chapel drive to the Spartan
Daily.
These people have asserted that
the ’Daily completely failed to sup,
Port the drive. They offer no other
reasons for the failure of the fundraising campaign.
The Daily did not auswer
these charges because we felt
that the answer to the drive’s
failure was obvious. Since these
groups have not ceased presenting their stews, and have made
no apparent attempt to look at
the facts, the Daily now presents its ease.
Before we start, however, let’s
get one thing understood. The
Spartan Daily makes no pretense
of being lilywhite. There could
have been additional news stories
during the week of the Chapel
drive . We admit that. But that’s
as far as we’ll go along in assuming our rightful portion of the
blame.
These irate students assert that
the Spartan Daily didn’t present
ANY material concerning the
Chapel. The truth is that the
Daily ran a seHes of articles, dealing with the background and purposes of the Chapel, columns by
the Feature Editor dealing excluisively with the Chapel, a.4:Wumn written by Dr. Dudley T. Moorhead which was directed toward the faculty campaign; andnews stories concerning allChapet
committee meetings.
_ Your editor reported to the
last Chapel committee meeting
the articles which had run and
those planned to run concerning
the Chapel. Committee members voiced their approval.
A newspaper, any newspaper,
can only do so much in helping
Newsany fund-raising drive.
papers could devote an entire issue to an event, but, there will be
no results if people can’t afford to
give or have decided not to contribute.
We believe that a majority of
State students and faculty members would like to contribute to
the Chapel fund but find themselves financially unable. Take the
seniors for example.
In recent
weeks, they’ve had to pay a graduation fee of $9, cap and gown fee
of $4.50, announcement and personal card costs, a senior ball bid
fee of $3.60, and the cost for the
senior overnight. Add to this list
the cost of a La Torre for $5.
While other classmen might not
have had such large expenditures
to make, the fact remains’ that a
good many students here are
forced to work while attending
Others- b a r -e ty scrape
contributed to the downfall of the
through on their GI allotments.
A Thrust and Parry letter week-long Chapel fund drive. If
yesterday pointed out that there blame must be placed upon any
was no place for contributions persons or organizations Olen the
to be made at the Chapel Ball. Spartan Daily rightfully accepts
Are the
Wouldn’t it be wholly unfair to its deserved portion.
claim that this one mistake other "guilty" parties willing to
spelled doom for the Chapel do the same?
drive?
Dean Pitman, a Tan who has
Donuts to donuts,
worked untiringly on behalf of the
Dust to dust,
Your sure to like it,
Chapel, pointed out et one Chapel
Our coffee’s a must.
committee meeting that contributions for the Chapel should come
from the heatt. There was to be,
371 WEST SAN CARLOS
he pointed out, no high pressure
advertising or tactics employed to
convi students or faculty that Imanismemanm,"
they should give. They should contribute, the dean said, of their
own volition.
Would it therefore have bean
appropriate for the Spartan Daily
to have tried to "talk" students
and faculty into contributing? The
Daily presented the whys and
wherefores of the Chapel as objectively as it knew how. The
anti -Chapel Thenst and Parry letters showed all too clearly that
there is not complete support for
the Chapel.
The Daily is the newspaper
for ALL THE sTI-DENTS AND.
FACULTY and therefore
shouldn’t have and did not take
sides.
We sincerely hope that the disgruntled student factions on Washington square will realize that
wen _many factors which

the

DIERKS

ON THE SQUARE
By JACK RUSSELL
State election results yesterday
tended to demonstrate that California is once more back in the
fold of the two-party system. For’
the past few years under the Warren administration and under the
out-moded cross -filing technique
our state was beginning to move
down the path to one-party control.lines
party
:Cutting- .aiioss
sot:Inds-tine in campaign literature
but in attempting to be "all things
to all men, Democratic and Republican alike" Warren was definitely moving away from the twoparty method.
Rooseve14’s victory in the primary’ insures a red-hot fight. In

.
the final election. Evidence of
voters’ apathy which always happens without a strong campaign
should be eliminated next November.
It is interesting to note that the
Spartan Daily’s straw ballot on
campus correctly prophesied the
election results. The Daily poli
gave Warren a large lead with
Roosevelt second in total voting.
Helen Gahagan Douglas and Richard Nixon were Spartan, students’
top choices for the Senatorial race.
Mrs. Douglas had a slight edge
over Nixon at San Jose State. It
will be up to the November election to determine this part of the
Pally ballot.

proceedings and accomplishments
of each group, will be available’ to
the student body in about two
weeks, according to Dave.
Beginning next quarter the ASB
office will figuratively expand to
make way for the solid platform
which the new student leader
promised his supporters.
No. 1 Headache
Number one on the council’s
"headache" parade for next quarter will be the revision of the
-present Health program. "If our
tentative plans for the Health
program work out, the students
will be more adequately covered,
and our budget will be relieved
considerably," Dave explained.
"The question of the budget will
be a very important one next year.
State’s enrollment is expected to
decrease by at, least 15 per cent._
The overall appropriations will
therefore be less than in previous
years," the intensely-serious leader continued. "Only through 100
per cent cooperation from the students can we hope to have a full
schedule of ASH activities."
Other future plans include a
revision of the ASII constitution,
thus providing more student
representation. Follow ing t he
1930 football season, a concert
and lecture series will be sponsored by t_bchool. "Of course,"
Dave said, "All of our plain will
depend on the budget."
Outstanding events of SJSC for
the 1950-51 year include Homecoming and the annual "Football
Festival", to be staged at Berkeley. In competition with 21 universities and colleges, who will
meet to inaugurate the collegiate
football season, SJSC will enter a
float.
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SjS Symphony to Give
American Music Concert

"From a budget standpciint the
1950 Summer Session will be sucBy CHARLEEN LITTLE
cessful." This was the -statement
A program of American music will be presented Tuesday by the made .by Mr. Glen Guttormsen,
Jose State college symphony orchestra. The concert will be held college accounting officer, in an
interview, Yesterday.

San
in Morris Dailey auditorium at 8:15 p.m.
The orchestra is under the direction of Dr. Lyle Downey,
department. head. Mr. Nikola Ovwit be guest composer-conductor.
Ovanin will conduct his
composition "Dusk". The work
was composed In Seattle In
1948, and Its name was sug-

Music

_

Tri Peta Picks
’New Officers
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Summer Term
Budget Good Registrar’s Survey Reveals
Women Students Outp- oint
SJS Males in Grade Averages

Mr. Guttormsen referred to recent figures *from the Summer
Session office which show that registration for 1950, is already 22
per cent over last year. As of
Tuesday, 2808 registration permits had been issued to summer
students. Last year the figure was
2294. This increase of 514 students exceeds -last year’s Business
office estimate -of -the 1950- summer session by .7.per ’cent, according to Mr. Guttormsen.

Members, of Tri Beta elected
new officers at their regular meeting last week. The new officers and
It developed in the composer’s their positions are: Bill Trimingmind. It is scored for strings, ham president; Jim St. Germaine.
woodwinds, horns, and harp,
vice-president; Gay McGowan, reSome of the reasons for the en "Dusk" evolves from two themes, cording secretary; Masako Morirollment increase were pointed
an ascending theme and a de- moto, corresponding secretary, and
-out .by the accounting officer. He
scending theme, and their treat= Alfred Crowle, historian.
said that the Summer Session is
meat.- According- to Miss Alma
Tri Beta will hold a barbeque at more poctufar because the college
Williams, "There is no key signaFriday is bigger, more people are anxious
ture to hold the composition with- Alum) Rock park at 6:30
Stomb- to get out of school and into the
Vic
to
according
evening,
in the bounds of any specific tonSteak field, the state has increased in
Bitty, to which extent it may be ler, Member of the -club.
will be included on the menu and population, and more teachers
called atonal."
seem to he returning to school
The concert overture "Comes all members are urged to attend,
for education courses.
Stombler
said.
Autumn Time" is one of the early
works of Leo Sowerby. The title
indicates its intended. meaning.
"Symphony In E Minor" by
Harry Thatcher, Jr., is In three
movements, slow, moderately
quick, and fast. Each movement
represents a part of the short
story "The Song of the Tombelnine" from "The House of
Lost Identity" by Donald Corley.
’Miss Patsy Olsen will be piano
soloist - for -Walter PIStOtin "Concertincr-for- Piano- ati-d
am
Orchestra".
This . contemporary
work uses no brass instruments.
Miss Olsen has been a pupil of
Thomas Ryan for the last two
years.
The story of the famous "Selections from McGliffey’n Readers" by Burrill Phillips is the
romance of the publication of
Amerk.an text hooks in its beginning.
" McGuffey was contacted by a
publisher to prepaiv reader ,for,
the public schools in 1835. and
scoured the world’s great litera-.
lure for materials usable for his
texts..
Two selections, "John Alden and
Priscilla", from the famous Miles
Standish story, and "The OneHorse Shay", from Holme’s "The
Dc-con’s Masterpiece", will be
- - presented-.

1:34; sophomore women, I:45: Pk.By lasVERNE POTTS
nior men, 1.42; . ’Junior women,
The "aweful" truSh is out.
A sampling survey ’of grade 1.51; senior men, 1.47; and senior
point averages of San Jose State women, 1.60.
college students made by the Registrar’s office shows that the
women outpoint the men.
The survey was made at the requeM of various college deans and
officials who wanted to know how
An installation banquet for the
the students were doing scholas- rtewl,y_ elected Associated Student
fleetly, aecording. to Miss Eileen Body officers was held -at Vahl’s
Wilson of the Registrar’s office. ,
Undergraduate students were club 40 Aiviso Sunday night, acfound to have a grade point av- cording’ to Mr. Edward W. Clem- _
erage of 1.4. A GPA of 1.51 for ents, adviser of student affairs.
women and 1.43 for men were
Outgoing ASB officers also were
recorded.
attendance.
Graduate women had a 1.86 as’ -in
erage, and graduate men .1.68, for
a total GPA of 1.7 for graduate
st udents.
SANDWICH SHOP
Grade point averages for the
Candy
four undergraduate classes deterCigarettes
mined by the survey are as folSandwiches
lows: Freshmen men, 1,33; fresh -1
105 EAST SAN FERNANDO
men women, 1.42; sophombre men,

Students Honor
New ASB Heads
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The Fashion Academy chose it...
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Trainee Jobs Open
In Two SF Stores
Two large San Francisco .stores.
one a department store and the
other a music store, are looking
for young men to work as trainees

Parker are the only pens ever to win this coveted award!
And only New "51" offers the remarkable Aero-Inetric
Ink System. It gives new, faster fillinggreater ink
capacityunexcelled writing in a smooth, even line.
Honor your grad with the wurld’s most -wanted pen.
Choice of 7 colors and black.

’13" up

D. Wright, associate professor of
-commerce,. announced- -recently. - The department store is looking for a young man for its training program, with a starting salary of $200 a month. At the end
of the training period the trainee
must be available for transfer to

New "51" Pen and Pencil
Set with Lustraloy Cops

has branches, namely: Oakland,
Palo Alto,
Berkeley, San Jose,
Sacramento and Fresno.
The music store is seeking
young men who are interested in
retail business as a career and
Who will eventually become administrative heads.
r Each successful applicant is given a thorough training in all phases of the business. the entire
course requiring three years. The
goal is to train people to become
merchandising managers, branch
managers, or salesmen. While
knowledge of music and the ability to play is advantageous, it is
not an essential Qualification.

new

PARKER "21"

For young grads _true Parker precision in a thrift-wise
model. "21" has sensational Octanium point that
writes with feather-light ease. Concealed,
fast-action filler, many new precision
features. 4 colors. Choose now!
only $500
"21" Pon and Pencil Sot $8.75

Pelt Wins Award
Daniel Van Pelt, former student at San Jose State college,
recently was awarded the $300
Jesse D. Carr scholarship, according. to an announceirent from the
Natural Science department.
Van Pelt is attending the Uniiersity of California Agriculture
school at Davis, where he is. a
’member of the first class at Davis
ft -study veterinary medicine.

Open an Account

Convenient Credit

91 ’SO. FIRST STREET
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Marilyn Holmes Surprises-..
Nine Spartan Couples Tell Sorority With Cupid News
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Plans
Summer Wedding
* * *
*

A Chi0 Hears Wedding
Plans of Two Members
Two surprise engagement an- white pique and red satin trimmed
nouncements greeted members of box, was passed in the traditional
manner by Miss Castor. A poem
Alpha Chi Omega sorority recent- told sorority
sisters of the Seply. Miss. Nadine Castor announcedl tember wedding plans of the
her engagement to Dr. Clyde M. young couple.
Raphael Jr., while Miss Lynn SniMiss Castor, a home economics
der toki of her betrothal to Rich- major from Whittier, is A sophare.. Henderson.
omore at San Jose State college.
Five pounds of chocolates, in a Dr. Raphael is, practicing chiropody in San Jose at the present
time. He is a native of Los Gatos.
The Stanford Indian And a Spartan co-ed "jump-in-the-box", containing a riddle. served to announce the engagement of Miss
Snider to Richard Henderson.
Miss Snider is an education
major at SJSC from Bakersfield.
Her fiance is a senior engineering
major at Stanford. No date has
been set for the wedding.

Orlando, Cinfire
To Exchange Vows
The engagement of Antoinette
Orlando to James Giuffre of San
Jose Was announced recently by
the parents of the bride-elect, Mr.
and Mrs. Lawrence A. Orlando.
Miss Orlando was graduated
from Notre Dame high school and
attended San Jose State college.
Giuffre was graduated front San
Jose State colle_ge He is the son
of Mr,- and Mrs. Vincent Giuffre
of San Jose.
Wedding vows will be exchanged
August 6.

LYNN-SNIDER

Spartan. Daily
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

Before "Time and the
Conways" have dinner at

linieved-441 weed Clan matter April 24, 1534,
at Sea Jew California, under the act ef
March 1. iv,.

Pen

THE COOP

leased wIr servic of United Press.
Prase of Me Globe Printing Company, 1444$ S.
Pint St., San Jose, California. Member, Call.
Penile Newspaper Publisher’s Associattea.

’Atter "Time and the Conways" . . .
fake your date to . -. .
AJ

"Known for Good Food"
17_E..Santa Clara St.
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SJSC Couple
Tell Betrothal
Friends of Helen Chandler and
Bill Furnell received informal announcement cards recently telling
of the couple’s engagement. They
plan to be married in December.
Miss Chandler was a member of
the 1949 graduating class of San
Jose State college. She is now
teaching in a Palo Alto elementary school. While on the local
campus she was affiliated with
Kappa Alpha Theta. Mr. and Mrs.
R. Chandler of Los Gatos are the
parents of the bride-elect.
Furnell is a junior at SJSC
Majoring in a speech and drama
course. Following his graduation
next -Rime, he will have A rpeetal
secondary teaching credential, in
speech correction. His fraternal
affiliation is Delta Upsilon and he
also holds membership in San
Jose Players. Parents of the herediet -elect are Mrs. G: Furnell of
San Francisco and Mr. P. Furnell
of San Jose.

Twiss Reveals
Engagement

ADINE CASTOR

Open ’tiN 12:00

GOING. HOME?
See BILL CHANG
Your Campus Representative

Delta, Gamma sorority sisters
were treated to candy recently
when Mary Elizabeth Twiss anto
h e r engagement
nounced
George H. Ryder.
Miss Twiss is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert H. Twiss of
San Jose. She is a sophomore at
San Jose State college majoring
in a commerce course and Delta
Gamma is her fraternal affiliation.
Ryder is a former student of
SJSC where he majored in engineering and was an active memAlpha-- Epsllom
ber of
Previous to his attending college
he served two years with the U.S.
Navy. He is now employed with
the W. P. Fuller company. Mr.
and Mrs. Irving L. Ryder of Morgan Hill are the parents of the
henedirt-elect.
The couple are planning an
early winter wedding.

Hidden Poem Tells
Of Engagement

Miss Mills is the daughter of
Bak!Mr. and Ilkrs, D. M. Mills
ersfield. A kindergarten-primary
major, she is now in her senior
year-at -San Jose State college.
A member of Kappa Alpha fraternity, Thimann is a graduate of
San Jose State college and is now
teaching at Jefferson school in San
Jose. He is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur Thimann Sr., of Watsonville.

American Bus Line Coast to Coast

A July wedding is being planned
by Miss Shirley Fae Adams and
Richard Carter Angus.

Transcontinental Air Service
fionoLL -AP Semice
Let Bill Saver You Money
11UStIEROT. lilh SO. MARKET ST.
Phon CV 24606

4001‘

MARILYN HOLMES

D. Elston-J. Mazur
Reveal Betrothal
At Gathering
Temple Emmanuel in San Jose
setting-for thy July 16
ng Of-Miss Diane Elston and
Jerry Mazur,
News of the young couple’s engagement was announced reoently
to relatives gathering at the San
Jose home of the bride-elect.
Miss Elston was graduated from
Lowell high school in San Francisco. She is now in her senior
year at San Jose State college
majoring in dietetics. She holds
membership in Alpha Delta, dietetics society. Miss Elston is the
daughter of Mrs. B. J. Posner of
San Jose.
Mazur was graduated from San
Pedro high school and attended
Compton college. He is a junior
accounting major at SJ$C. His
fraternal affiliation is Alpha Epsilon Pi. He is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. King Mazor of San Pedro.

’Time and the Conways’
June 8-13
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Match folders engraved with the
names "Doris and Dean" were
passed to friends recently by Doris
Andersen and Dean Clemmer announcing their engagement. Miss
Andersen also passed a box of
chocolates.
The bride-elect is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. John F. Andersen of Oakdale. She attended Oakdale high school and is now in her
sophomore year at San Jose State
college where she is majoring in a
general elementary course.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Clemmer of
Chowchilla are the_parents of the
benedict-elect. A member of Theta
Chi, Clemmer is a junior business
administration major at SJSC.
The marriage of the couple .will
take place following Clemrrterts
graduation from college.
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Adams, Angus
Plan July Wedding

1 eto3 Aye&

’Doris Dean’
Match Covers
Reveal News

gift
several
within
Hidden
wrapped -packages-was-.a-rominik
poem which revealed the engagement of Rosalie Mills and Arihur-la Thimann Jr., at a meeting of-Chi Omega recently.

Call CV 4-8627 after 6 P.M. Weekdays

3.Lasion a.

A large cardbbard- box conceal- I Int; the engagement -or- Marilyn
the traditional box of choco- Holmes and Henry "Hank" Adams.
lates was delivered recently to a.
Both sophomore students at San
meeting of Chi Omega -announc- Jose State college, the couple are
planning their wedding for next
spring.
Miss Holmes, the daughter of
Mrr and Mrs. William J. Holmes of
Mariemont, Ohio, is a history
major. She is a member of the
Rally committee and Chi Omega.
Adams, a merchandising major,
Is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Stanley
M. Adams of San Francisco. During the war he served with the
U. S. Army in Japan.

ine

Classic for summer
in dyeable
linen and
shantung

Miss Adams is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Adams of San
Jose, She is an alumna of Abraham Lincoln high school.

white linen or naturel silk shantung
by Princess Debs
White linen or satin
by Deliso Debt

Angus is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. George R. Angus of Atherton. He attended- Sequoia high
school in Redwood City, and will
be graduated from San Jose Statel
college in June. He is house manager of Delta Theta Omega.
Wedding rites will be performed
by The Rev. Eric Jackson of Atherton in the Trinity Episcopal
chuSctL

Oe 1.1

e

134 SOUTH F4SSI STSIA:1
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Boue,Wimer
Reveal Plans
To be Wed
Delta Gamma sorority sisters of
Miss Marilyn Bone learned of the
coed’s engagement to Dick Wimer
recently when she. passed the traditional box of chocolates.
A general elementary major
from San Jose, Miss Bone is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Alex
H. Bone. A graduate of San Jose
high school, she is now a sophomore at San Jose State college.
Wimer, the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Richard E. Wimer of San Jose, is
also a graduate of San Jose high
school. A member of Phi Eta Sigma, honorary fraternity, he is a
sophomore philosophy major here.
No date has been set for the
wedding.

Fosom Weds
Robert Bush -

special guests at the shower. Also
among those pres_ent were Mrs.
Grace Brown, Chi ’Omega housemother, Mrs. G. A. McCallum,
and Mrs. Helen Portal, Chi Omega
advisers.
Leonard Receives Linen
Rosemary Nichojs and Miss
Watts were hostesses for the personal and linen shower feting Miss
Leonard,. who will become Mrs.
Irwin Farkas June 11.
" Miss Leonard attended SJSC
and was e member of the Rally
committee, Junior class couneft, and Chi Omega. She is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. L. M.
Leonard of Martinez.
_.Parkas..is an alumnus of .Sttanuniversity’s school of journalism. Following the couple’s wedding in Walnut Creek. they plan
to. reside in Richmond.

Marie Bozzo, Diek C. 1i ano
Disclose Betrothal Plans

Ex-Spartan Wed

tended Notre Dame high school,
__ Ciriglians _who
body presidentof San Jose highschool, was graduated from San
Jose State college with an A.B.
degree in commerce. He is. now
doing graduate work at the college.

Shields, Lacoste
Divulge Plans
For Fall Wedthno-

’Time and the Conways’
June 8 - 13

Naomi Daley and Jim Shouse
photo by Stone

Naomi Daley, Jim Shouse
Add Names to June Roster
June is the month of brides, but
on Washington Square June is
also the month of engagemedts.
Typical of many young Spartan
couples are Naomi Daley and
James Shouse who recently announced their -engagement..
Miss Daley, who reined as
queen of the BlackCatter’s Ball
winter quarter, is the ilawritte_r
iree-DAt1e3t -of-San JOISC. She was graduated
from Abraham Lincoln high
school prior to her enrollment
as a commerce major at San
Jose State college.
Shouse, the son of Mr. and Mrs.
E. T. Gould, was graduated from
San Jose -high school. He will receive his H.A. degree in advertising at the Spartan commeneemern
exercises this month.
A box of cigars revealed the
news to Shouse’s Deft,’ Sigma
Gamma fraternity brothers. He
has been active in Blue Key,
-honorary- -sorviee-fritternityvand
Alpha Delta Sigma, advertising

Special Promotion!
(Croat yourseif

your" fr;ends was

MARY CHESS
/us

la,

Toilet Water
(-au/ady 2.75)

kw lovely ond Anions fragrances. QOL.. oeloo,
tolittelry, Jirafray, Qinarri, ecireal;ors,
Rofirefrope,

geronitern, (Adel, oely of Ilte Wedlesr.

4,414

TOILETRIES SHOP

fraternity. Boxing and wrestling
have augmented his sports earrer during his four sears at col legs’, A member of the Spartan
Daily advertising staff, Shouse
plans to continue working,in the
advertising field..
Wedding plans are indefihite.

Flowers
SO MUCH
and they
mean so much
more from

MEAN

. .

Since 1895
famous for fine flovSrs

CYpress 2-8312
20-22 E. San Fernando
CYpress 2-9596
MO-Pre --Alameda

PRESENTING

Lily
of the

MARIE BORE

Valley

Formal Rites Unite
San Jose Couple
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hi Omega Honors Two
With Bridal Showers

The S. Sixth street Chi Omega
chapter house was the setting recently for two bridal showers honoring the Misses Betty Jo Wood
and Alyce, Leonard.
Ardelle Schmidt and Barbara
Watts were hostesses for the kit.
then shower for Miss Wood, which
was attended by 30 sorority sisters and friends of the bride-elect.
Miss Wood became the, bride
of David Popp Sunda y. The
young couple attended San Jose
State college.. Miss Wood was
affiliated with Chi Omega, while
Popp held membership In Delta
Eullalla Fosom became the Sigma Gamma. He is the son of
bride of Robert Bush recent.1114ur.- Mr. and Mrs. Earl C. Popp_ of
iIWoing evening wedding rites at the
Santa Cruz home of Mrs. Charles
Mrs. Elizabeth Wood and PaMakings, aunt of the new Mrs. tricia Wood of Palo Alto, reonther
push.
and sister*of the bride-elect, were
The young couple now are living
in 8an Jose while Bush .4.
his studies at San Jose State college as a psyebblogy major.
Miss Mona McCalty, SJSC student, was bridesmaid for the wedding ceremony and Pete Smith
served as best man. Following
Mr. and Mrs. Sam A. Bozzo
the marriage, a reception was _held. announced__ the.. _engag-ment. __of
Aor_40 guests.
their daughter, -Marie -Claire, to
Richard Cirigliano recently at a
family dinner in their Hemline
avenue home.
A former student of San Jose
Stanford Chapel was the set- State college, the bride-to-be atting recently for the wedding of
Anne Mortensen and Henry Post.
Miss Mortensen attended San
Jose State college where she was
active in Spartan Spears and the
sophomore council. She received
her degree front.the University ol
California and continued her stuAnnouncement of the engagedies at the American university
ment of Joan Lee Shields to Vinin Washington, D.C., and UCLA.
cent P. Lacoste Jr. was made re,*
--Sbe- is the daughter of Mr. and
gr."atid. Mrs. Floyd it.
cent ly
Mrs. A. L. Mortensen of Palo Alto.
Shields of Omaha, Neb., parents
Post is the son of Mrs. Ernest of the bride-elect.
McCabe of Palo Alto and is an
Miss Shields was graduated from
alumnus -of Stanfohl and the Uni- San Mateo high school and atversity of California at Davis.
tended San Jose State college. Her
Following their wedding. trip the fiance, who was graduated _from
couple will make their home in Palo Alto high school, is majoring
Riverside.
in biological science at San JosV
State college.
Following their marriage in
SWIM in larg heated pool, 60s115.
September, the couple plan to live
DANCE on . . .
Largo maple floor pavilion.
in Palo Alto.
20% Off with ASS Card
RIVERSIDE GROVE
I 7 Miles West of Saratoga
on Highway No. 9
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THE NEWEST PATTERN

White stock decorated the altar
of the Trinity Episcopal church
for the recent marriage of Patricia Ann Murray and John Alberi_Wfuldirigton__The_Rev_Ilow,
ard B. Seholien re
rites.

r4
I/1"lb
STIMLIT*64110

The bridegroom was graduated
from Fremont high school and attended San Jose State college.

:New! A sterling pattern design
by Nature -- inspired by the
delicate and charming flower of
eternal spring, Lily of the .Val.
ley. In six-piece. plaresettings,
consisting of knife and fork,
teaspoon, salad fork, cream
soup spoon. and- butter spreader, priced at 125.50 per placesetting, Fed. Tax included. See
Gorham "Lib- oj the Valley" at
our store now .

Mrs. Waddington was graduated
from Abraham Lincoln high school.
Escorted to the altar by her father, the bride wore a gown of
white ;atin patterned with long
pointed sleeves and gathered offthe-shoulder collar edged in lace.
Seed pearls and a crown of orange
blossoms secured her fingertip
veil, which was also rimmed in
lace. White orchids, li1 of the
valley, and bouvardia. composed
the bridal bouquet.
Miss Charlotte McLoughlin was
maid of honor and bridesmaids included Miss Joan Murray, Mrs.
Lee Rundle, and Miss Margo
Spath. Elmer Silveria stood with
the bridegroom as best man. William Spolyar, James Bul, and Roy
I Waddington seated the wedding!
attests.
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1950 2 2A Tennis Champions

Kaddy Corner
By JERRY THOMAS

Ran Jose State college’s 1950 CCAA tennis champs lined up for cameraman In follouing order:
Left to HIM, standing.: Coach Ted Murphy, Wayne Thiehaud, Joe Dawkins, Dave Parnay, Bob Castle,
and Mgr. Guy Mann. Kneeling: (’het Buiws, Min Gale, Butch Krikorian and Asst. Coach Jim Cruze.
Mohr* when team picture was taken was Dick Russo.
photo by ilikienbrandt

1950 Tennis Team Gives Coach Ted
Mumby Third Loop Title of Year
By FRANK ERROTA
Never considered a power in
California Collegiate Athletic association tennis circles, San Jose
State college made its last year in
the CCAA a winning one.
Spartan football, track, boxing,
wrestling, swimming, and golf
teams won at least five titles during the* stint in the CCAA loop.
The basketball and gymnastic
undisputed
won
three
teams
crowns in the same span, but
only ’the
previous- to---4Ms_year,
1946 tennis team won en undisputed CCAA loop title. The 1941
crew tied for first place.
Prospects were bright but few
people gave the Golden Raiders’
much chance for a title at the
beginning of this past season.
San Jose went on to compile one
of its best -won and lost records
In history, completing ’the season
with 17 wins and 6 losses.

F

recovered. from these two setbacks and opened the CCAA race
against Fresno State with six wins
and three losses in pre-league

’Spartans Win Tttl
The Raiders went on to take the
northern division.of the 2C2A unscathed. Cal Poly proved a hard
nut to crack however. They bowed
to the locals here by a 6-3 count,
and then almost turned the tables
in a rematch at San Luis Obispo
before login 5-4. San, Jose be t
Fresno State by 9-6 on two occasions.
Between northern division
loop matches, the Gold and
White courtsters dropped 7-2
and 8-1 non-loop decisions to
USF and College of the Pacific
Stockton
The
respectively,
school also prevailed in a secMumby’s
ond meeting, 7-2.
Spartans won the 2C2A title in
mid-May, scoring a convincing
Head Coach Ted Mumby’s war- 6-3 victory over Pepperdine colriors started slowly, dropping 9-0 lege of Los Angeles, southern
and 8-1 matches to the San Fran- division kings.
The net jriumph over Peppercisco Dons, 1949 National collegiate champions, and the University dine gave Coach Mumby his third
the bdioul year.
circuitof Coliforniarespeet’
His wrestling and gymnastic aggregations won league titles earlier in the school year. Three championships makes Mumby the winWssliiiigturr
wadi Oh
tiinges
Square.
Cruze Coaches Spartans
When the net season opened,
-theAt:eniak_tennis tutor was busy
With the mat and gymnastic
---teamo--Ip-Nis absence, Jim Cruze,
1949 letterman in tennis, ran the
courtmen through their early season practice sessions. Mumby gives
MONTGOMERY HOTEL BLDG.
Cruze, and his 1950 court champions, full credit for their success.
Mumby, a quiet, mild-manIs inOriimennered individual,
tal in installing a %%inning spirit
in this year’s team, however. lie
is the type of coach a competitor likes to play for.
The Spartans top player was
Aria "Butch" Krikorian, one of

-tiowii a

GOOD NEWS!!

Yes, now you too can
can enjoy the fine
values at
-
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OTTO. GALBRAITH

Fine Slacks, Sweaters,
and Sport Shirts are
his specialty.
COME IN TODAY!

Follow the crowd to

ARCHIE’S STEAK HOUSE
For that quality meal af reasonable prices-

ARCHIE’S Specia/fies
Salads
Sandwiches
Steak Dinners
-Try

545 S. 2nd
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the top ranking campaigners in
Icollegiate court circles. When the
season opened, the Mumbymen
could call on only two lettermen.
One veteran was Dave Parnay, a
senior, the other was Chet Bulwa,
classy junior courtster.
,
Krikorian Beats Conway
Krikorian won the fall quarter
school net tournament and became the squads top singlei %entrant this spring. His best performance waCturned In against
USF’ toutect Conway
aton_
Spartan village. The southpaw swatting Spartan won after three
furious sets, 6-4, 3-6, 8-6.
Bitiwit, the Woonsocket, R. I.
ace, showed his usual steady
play throughout the season. He
has been a top performer for
three years at 5.15 and is the
team comic. The jocular New
Englander teamed up with Krikorian to form one of the most
feared doubles duos In coast college ranks. .
Parnay, lanky veteran who won
the San Jose city championship in
1948, made his last year in Spartan spangles a successful one. He
showed his best form in the crucial
Pepperdine affair. He win his singles match over a favored Wave
performer in singles competition,
then teamed with freshman Joe
Uawicins to whip the Pep’s No. 3
doubles combine and clinch the
CCAA title.
Parnay-Dawkins Clinch Win
_When Parnay and l)awking had
polishecroff their Wave adversaries, Sparta’s No. I duo of Krikorian and Bulwa, were trailing in
their match. The Spartans were
leading 4-2 when singles competition ended. This meant Sparta
had to win one doubles match for
a victory, thus making the Parnay-Dawkins win the clincher.
Krikorian end Bulwa came from
behind to %’in their match and
gie the locals their 6-3 margin.
One of the pleasant surprises
of the campaign was the steady
improvement of Don Gale, the
Los Banos belter. Gale, a sophomore, seemed to play best
against the toughest opponents.
Dlek Russo, another sophomore,
showed promise of developing
Into a top-notch college racket wielder.

.
rwmc Tomorrow

SCARRED BUT NOT SUCCUMBED . . . A battle-wise but
accident-wear/ San Jose State
college golf team, present- CCAA
champs, will attempt to uphold
the remarkable recdrd of past
Spartan teams at the NCAA
tournament at the University of
New Mexico, Albuquerque, later
this month.
In the last four years, 5.15
teams have emerged with more
than their share of national
golfing laurels, both team and
Individual. The Spartan foursome made their presence felt
in a small way in 1947 by finishing a respectable, but not
sensational, fourth in a battle
with the nation’s best colle51ate teams.
But it was the following year
that San Jose State posted several
records that still stand in the
NCAA records ... As a team, the
Spartans walked off with the
’NCAA championiihip . .. but the
ranner they did it is a topic of
discussion still prevaleDt among
college circles . . . The Spartan
quartet of Morgan Fottrell, Ross
Smith, Ell Bariteau, and Howard
Verutti set a team record .of 579,
shattering the previous mark of
590, posted by LSU the year before. To further emphasize that
bit of phenomenal golf, the
tourney was held over Stanford:s
rugged, narrow course, considered
as one- of finest in- -college ranks.
All the locals did was to average
a fraction over par per man after
36 holes of strenuous medal play.
Fottrell, at the same time,
established an NCAA individual
low medal record by carding a
three-under 139 (69-70). Earlier
this year the golf squad played
the same sharp game as their
predecessors, but then the roof
fell In.
Bill King, sophomore seniation,
had to leave school as the result of
a, bfoken ankle sustained in an
auto accident . . . Bud Watts. fol-

ridders 11-0-1
Annual BBQ
San Jose State’s varsity football
teard members and coaches, their
wives and friends, were feted at
an annual barbecue and dance
Tuesday night at Cedar Brook
park, by the college’s P.E. depart
ment. A total of 110 attended the
festivities.
’Red’ Moore, Varsity house chef,
prepared a feast that was a gourmet’s delight, according to Bill
Perry, assistant football mach
Moore also baked two enormous
cakes, for the occasion, in the
form of football gridirons, containing in5criptions to the players
and coaches.
Mel Stein’s quintet, composed of
Stu Inman, Bill Pentony, Jack
iligey---11441---En00--Eachr-for-ovided
the evening’s entertainrnent_with
songs and varibui ’skits. The Stein
quintete also led the party members in college songs.
Dancing to recorded music climaxed the evening’s festivities.

lowed suit a few daYs later. 11’
sustained -head injuries and numerous abrasions as he too was in.volved in an auto wreck .
Ruskin Shepherd, team member *a
the troupe leaving for the nationals, just is recovering from a.
broken arm. Several golfers, who
helped the varsity finish the regular season with nine wins and,’
three defeats, are unable to corn-.
pete because of jobs and other
obligations.
ROUGH ROW TO.HOE ... Not
only will the Spartan team have
its share 01 trouble but *judging
from the entry list every team
present will be forced to their
extreme best.
Defending champ s, North
Texas State, will face ’strong
competition from Purdue Boilermakers, Oklahoma Aggie tv,
Duke Blue Devils, and Ohio
-StaLe.,-Big -Ten chanipth

-7"
JIM CAPUTO
Advertising Major
------lays:
"’TIME AND THE
CON WAYS’
(opening tonight) is one of the
finest plays with which to climax a most successful dramatic
season."
JUNE 8-9-10-12-13
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HEY, SPARTANS!

and SALADThe wrestling team picnic will
be held tomorrow at Alum Rock
park at ’4:30 ’p.m. Friday, Coach
Ted Mumby revealed yesterday.
Those intending to attend the barbecue are asked to sign up in the
230 S. 2nd
gYM
Amerein

tl
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Traina, DiCiccio Carry
Golds to Uphill Win
By ’ROD’ RODRIGUES
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Open Division Quarter
Final Play Begins Today
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Three quarter-final matches in the Open division of the AllCollege tennis tournament wil be played on the Spartan city courts
this afternoon. All matches are slated for 3:30 o’clock. The winner of
the Butch Krikorian-Bob Rimmer match to be played Monday, will
meet Joe Dawkins in the fourth quarter-final match Tuesday or Wed-

nesday. Dawkins qualified for
quarter-finals play with a surprise
three set victory over Bob Castle,
5-7, 6-2, 6-3.
Other /letters to reach the round
of eight were Don Gale, 6-2, 6-0
victor over Tom Castaldo; Jim
Cruze, who defeated Larry Brown
11-3; DaVe Parnay, extended to
three sets, 5-7, 6-4, 6-4 by Larry
Mumma; Bud Stover, 6-2, 6-0 winner over Lee Jensen; Bob Phelps,
6-1, 6-0 victor over Dick Russo,
and Chet Bulwa who downed Phil
Latimer 11-3.
Gale and Cruze hook up in one
quarter-final match today. In the
City tournament Sunday, Gale upset Cruze to enter the semi-finals.
Cruze, finalist in the school tourney last year, hopes to reverse
Sunday’s decision on the improved
Gale today.
Bulwa faces Phelps, easy winner over Russo yesterday, in what

-may be the best match of _the day.
Play in the second round losers
division started yesterday with
Wayne Thiebaud turning back two
rivals, Gerard Wright and Bud
Edmondson. Thiebaud won over
the latter, 7-5, 6-4.
Other winners in the second
round losers division include Keith
Calsebread, 11-8 winner over Audrey Auerback; Tom Castaldo, 116 winner over Bill Jefferds, and
Tom Fike and Warren Van Dusen
who won by default.
In the first round losers division, Julie Menendez turned back
two rivals, including an 11-0 victory over Jim Collins. Other winners were Norm Ansley, an 11-9
victor over George Clark; Jack
Henselman 11-7 winner over Bill
Pettit, and Leslie Halliday who
won by default.
Other matches today: PE divisionLes Halliday vs. Phil O’Connor, 10:30; Jim Collins vs. Orval Gillett, 4:30; and Norm Ansley vs. Fred Jobs at 4:30. First
round losers classJim Council vs.
Lou Costello, 10:30; Fiedler vs.
Henselman, 4:30, and Abe Abrami vs. Jim McNicholas at 5:30.

The Gene Menges’ led Gold team came from behind in the fourth quarter to punch
over three touchdowns defeating Dean Sensenbaugh’s Whites 28-19 in last night’s annual intra-squad game played at Spartan stadium. The hard-fought encounter was the
third intra-squad game won by the veteran dominated Golds, during the spring practice drills. The Whites completely dominated the play for three quarters with newcomers

Bill Walker, Bob Osborne and the
veteran Al Cementina carrying the
brunt of the ball -carrying. More
than 2500 fans were anticipating
an upset by the underrated Whites
as they went into the fourth quarter leading the Golds 19-7. The
Golds, led by relentless driving by
Halfback Buddy Traina and newcomer Orland DiCiccio, fought an
uphill battle to overcome the lead
and go on to, put the game on ice
two minutes before the final gun
sounded.
With -Osborne, Cementina and
Walker-alternating, the Whites on
a sustained drive,
brought the ball
down to the Gold
two in 12 plays
with Gold Guard
Carl DeSalvo repeatedly making"
the stops. Walk- I
er punched over
from the two to
draw first blood
for the Whites.
DE SALVO
Wayne Buck’s
kick was no good.
Wilson Circus Catches
Cementina sjashed 12 yarch for
the second White marker shortly
before the half ended with Sensenbaugh to Poznekoff passes setting up the touchdown march. The
Golds came right back to score
their initial TD with a beautiful
diving circus catch by Billy Wilson of a Menges tossed heave,
Mendonsa’s try for point was good.

Knee Injury Keeps Wilkins
On Sidelines for Spring Drills
The food that
is DIFFERENT
and BETTER
It’s that added pinch of :pica,
that bit of extra cars, that make,
our dinners truly a mastorpiocit
of TASTE.

A LA CARTE
Spaghetti
Ravioli
-750
DINNER
Spaghetti
Ravioli
Steaks

1.25

Mr. Anthony’s
93 WILLOW STREET

The Gold unit picked up 292
DeSalvo, Keith Carpenter and yards from rushing as compared
Eddie Salvadalena shone for the to 161 yards by the White squad.
Golds defensively and Ends
Johnny L.ankas MK Wilson were
the two offensive geniis. Ray.
Poznekoff played brilliantly defensively and offensively for the
Whites as- did Guards Porter,
Dondelle Hallday, Tackles Jim
Moulton, Bill Gallagher and
Center Hitchcock.
Two veteran backs and three
rookies were the chief ground
N’
,,,
gainers d u r i n g
the contest.
"Buddy" Traina
took up where he
left off from last
oeason by sprinting for 170 yards
in 19 tries for a
8.9 average per
Gibby
-Carry.
Mendonsa aided
DAN CUPID HUNTS
his Gold teamIN EVERY CAR
MENDONSA mate with 55
yards in 8 tries for a 6.8 average.
Gold rookie Orland DiCiccio,
CY 4 6942
Snow sta,..fs
Little Rose Bowl performer
at Dusk
DRIVE-IN
from Chaffey J.C., was right up
there with his pony teammates
THEATRE 111/
by carving out 78 yards in seven
&anvil./ A liwaS
3 N1 in...*
Dowist
(Oid(wcus oouna)
slants at the stubborn White
defense. His average was 11.1.
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RAUL DIEZ vs. Bill Tait
Boxing Champ)
ALSO

(Fort Ord)

(Natl. Champ)
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STUDENT RATE 75c

Dave Wilkins may prove a big
asset In the ’)tinting department
for the Spartans this fall. The
former Pasadena City college
fullback W1.4 one of the leading
punters In the Western Staten

at the

cpeciall

SHAMROCK, San Jose’s new
passion pit, is ’offering a special

STUDENT PRICE
OF ONLY 500
to all San Jose Students who
present the coupon at the bottom of this ad at the box office

TONIGHT!
-*et right, and check
4hei4e pilcures:
Yes,

"YOUNG MAN
WITH A HORN"
Starring "C hampio n" Kirk
Douglas, delicious Doris Day,
and slinky Lauren Bacall.
Co-feature is:

EXPERIENCED
AUTOMOBILES!

"ALIAS
THE CHAMP"

Compare These Prices
With Any In Town-

with the pretty hunk of muscle
Gorgeous George! It’s reef
and it’s for you tonight.- Gat
up a party or just a cuddlesome
date for some real entertainment.

1946 Ford Club Coupe

Wes Eckles vs. Wayne Ramey
4 -ROUND
BOUTS
CIVIC AUDITORIUM
SANTA CRUZ
Friday NifeJune 9-8:30 P.M.

Dean Sensenbaugh and Max
Houlihan divided the pitching
duties. Dean was more consistent hut Max was the boy who
brought the crowd to their feet.
Sensenbaugh tried IS, nailing
six, with no interceptions. His
total was 64 yards. Houlihan
got off eight, connecting on
three for a total of 55 yards.
White total was 23 attempted,
nine completed, for 104 yards.

Auk Ai

SPECIAL EVENT
State

Big ground gobbler for the
White team was unheralded Jim
Reilly who made 79 yards in
but six attempts for a 13.1
average. Number two’ man on
White offense was Bill Walker,
slashing for 65 yards in 12
cracks. His average was 5.4.

score.

ed conversion and booted a 25yard field goal against Sterling
college of Colorado. In the ball packing department last year he
picked up 168 yards in 49 carries
for an average of 3.4 yards.
Last spring Dave defeated
teammate Bob Meyers, who was
the ’48 WS(’ punting champion.
In a kicking duel sihen he averaged 56.9 yards In the air on
six punts.
The six-foot, 200-pound blond
bomber was voted the outstanding defensive back in the Pacific
league and the most
player on the team while attending South Pasadena high school
The Fourth Annual Inter-Frain 1946. He won the heavyweight
bowling tournaand light -heavyweight golden ternity Council
in the Valley
be
held
will
ment
gloves titles at Pasadena- City colBowl on Saturday at 3:30 p.m.,
lege.
Armen Hanzad, chairman for the
event, announced yesterday.
Previous team winners were the
Pi Kappa Alpha and Theta Chi
fraternities. Theta Chi, 1949 titlists, have wee the event on two
occasions. A victory Saturday
would give the S. Eighth streeters permanent possession of the
trophy which goes to the fret
ference.
winning the team championship
He also made his only attempt three times.

By FERMO CAMB1ANICA
Fullback Dave Wilkins was
looking very well in the Spartan
football drills this spring when a
recent knee injury put him on the
sideines for the remainder of the
practice session.
Wilkins comes to San Jose from
Pasadena City college, where he
alternated at right half in Coach
Bob Blackman’s V-formation with
Bobby Ashworth.
all -Southern
California J.C. second team last
year. Ashworth now is at Oregon
university.
The V-formation is similar to
the T, except that the fullback
is used mainly for blocking, and
lines up next to the quarterback on either side and one step
back. The right half takes up
the normal fullback duties on
line plunges.
Wilkins, who is a sophomore police major, lettered twice on the
PCC- Varsity ljFfOtball. Lest sea. son he did most of the punting for
the Bulldogs, averaging 38.3 yards
on 36 punts, which placed him
ainong the leaders in this department in the Western States con-

BOXING FRIDAY NIGHT
(San Jose

The half ended with the NVhites
leading 13-7.
Jim Reilly, in his first time
carryini the ball, broke off
right tackle and ambled 71
yards for the third White touchdown midway in the third quarter. Buck’s kick was no good,
and that ended the White scoring for the evening.
DiCiccio and Traina, along with
Mendonsa and Dick Hadama,
spearheaded the Golds’ big fourth
quarter that produced three TDs.
DiCiccio bowled over from the 12
for the quarter’s first score, followed shortly thereafter by
Traina’s pay-line crossing from
the one., Then Quarterback Stan
Wacholz, also on his first play,
heaved a 50-yard pass gathered in
by DiCiccio for the final Gold

$995

1941 Plymouth Sedan

595

1940 Willys Sedan_

345

1939 Nash Sedan
a

195

S.C.cteke4
WILLYS
38 S. 4th

CY 5-1105
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alli-nnar._...,}* ak.fri

TEAR THIS OUT!
ADMIT ONE SPARTAN’
AT SPECIAL PRICE
THURSDAY, JUNE 8
500

Management.
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CSTA Holds
Picnic Today

195.

The annual CSTA picnic will be
.held today at 6:30 p.m. in Alum
Rock park, according to Jim Weybrew, CSTA president.
/
Weybrew asks an drivers to
bring their cars to the Corner of
Seventh and San Carlos streets
either at 3:30 or 5:30 p.m. All
people on the cookini and food
committee should be at the park
by 5:30 o’clock.
There will be nominations of
officers for the fall quarter following the picnic.
Weybrew urges members who
have not signed up for pins to do
so as soon as possible on the bullet in board.

A preview version of San Jose State college’s future Memorial
Chapel is provided by the Alpha Phi Omega, national service fraternity, in a miniature model built from actual architectural drawings. The model is on display in the Student Union.
-photo by Illidenbrandt

A Phi 0 Builds Model of Chapel;
Project Displayed in Student Union
Want a glimpse at San Jose State college’s proposed $50,000
Memorial Chapel?
, Then take a stroll over to the Student, Union and have a look
at a model of the future memorial l
for the college’s war dead.
Alpha.Phi Omega, campus serv-1
ice fraternity, recently finished !Spartan
building a 6 ft. long
Mid 2% ft.
high version of the Chapel which
is now displayed .in the room op_posite the Student_ Union’s
.Two t howx, "qpnrcan-Review"
entrance. The model, set some- and "Drama Time", make up a
what to scale from an architect’s half hour 9f. all -Spartan radio
original drawing, was built by the entertainment -to be broadcast
Alpha Phi Omegans for Duke over Radio station KEEN at 8
Deras and the Social Affairs corn- o’clock tonight, according to Dr.
mittee. The latter group supplied Edgar E. Willis, faculty adviser.
the necexsary materials.
"Spartan Review" at 8 o’clock,
The framework of the-model is
made of wood and the painted out- will feature ap interview of the
side coverings consist of cardboard Spartan personality of the week,
campus news, and the most popby a red millboard roof.
Several A Phi 0 members spent ular song of the week of Spartan
"six or seven days working on the students.
"Drama Time" at 8:15 o’clock
project," according to Carl Ketchwill present "The Most Beautiful
urn, organization president,
Voice", a drama written by
George Schirle and directed by

Shows
Aired Tonight

Sabers Enroll

Something wigs but inampansiv for
dad? Don’t forget the best friend
you ever had. He would appreciate
a pipe, or tobacco. I have some
special variety kits for this occasion,
cigars or a lighter, a pipe rack, and
many other items especially for dad
-FREE MAILING ANYWHERE-

Jim Mate
Pipe & Gift Shop 61I S. First St

CY 2-8642

By SAM GOLDMAN

Five out of the 19 San Jose State college sororities and fraternities Interviewed recently admitted having in their constitutions
written clauses which prohibit members of minority groups from
entering their organizations. This fact was pointed out in the report
issued by Mr. -Claude N. Settles’
9:30 a.m., Sociology 153, race re u viewing of 29 on-campus clubs.
lations class. The data collected Sixteen of them were connected
on social and fraternal groups was with specific college departments,
one of the 11 subjects surveyed 11 dealt with various phases of
by the college students for San student activities on the campus,
and two were religions clubs.
Jose’s Council for Civic Unity.
The report declared:
The report went on to state that
"None had racial clauses in
Negroes are named as the ones
ditcriminated against most often. their membership requirements.
No significant isolation nor ac- Only seven of these 29 did not
ceptance is shown Filipinos or have members from snMe mhio
ity group. Twenty-two had miJapanese.Howenveurm, it rstnaftefievtihsaut
nority members with at least 13
an insignificant
Chinese, and Mexican students Japanese, 15 Chinese, 10 NeApartan Shields: Meet in the had been accepted for membership groes, 11 Jews, and four MexStudent Union tonight at 7:15 into the grecian-lettered organi- icans.
o’clock.
"All but one of these 29 are -in
.
zations.
Only 20 off-campus and corn- favor of minority groups .mixing
HHief Executive Board: 8 o’clock
munity groups, out of at least 309 with white persons at social
meeting tonjght at the home of
non-racial lodges, were inter- events, and none would refrain
Mort Weinstein, 1899 Harmil way.
viewed.
from participating in sporting
Transportation will be provided if
events."
needed.
Files Aid Survey
The class’ study on the SJS
Tijuana AC.: Services for our campus was simplified
by the
departed and beloved manager, presence
of several up-to-date files
Lippy Romero, will be held today
of the college’s fraternal and inafter the conquest of Rome at the
dependent groups from the Dean
pitcher’s box.
of Women and Student Body
Camp Miniwanca Committee: president’s offices.
The Rally committee will meet
Approximately 39 per cent of 1 i Room 24 at 7 o’clock tonight,
Delegates for this year’s camp are
n
urged to attend the 5 o’clock the social organizations was in- Ed Mosher, committee chairman,.
meeting this afternoon in the of- terviewed. There are 10 on-cam- announced yesterday.
fice of the Dean of Women. Dele- pus sororities and 11 on-campus,
Members did not meet last
gates are: Joyce Malone Mary fraternities, of which 19 were in- night because of the Intra-squad
Lou. Carli, .Lenore Stoats, Tom terviewed.
game.
The report continued:
Evans, Bob Dean, Diann Day and
With only one more meeting
groups
contacted
were
"The
John Smee.
remaining, Mosher urged all rally
quite cooperative and willingly committee members to be present:
Pi Omega PI: Nomination and volunteered information for our
Slated for discussion tonight are
election of officers at 7:30 p.m. at survey; however a few were hesinal rally activity plans for footapartment No. 1, 444 N. First itant about divulging informaball season. Several card stunt
street.
tion.
deas also will be presented to the
"Although 14 of the sororities committee. All card stunt plans ’
Tau Delta Phi: 12:30 p.m. meetand fraternities hive no written must be completed before the end
ing in the tower tomorrow.
restrictions concerning restrictive of the quarter, Mosher said.
Leadership Training Course: Dr. membership, nine of these have no
1..awrence Mouat, associate pro- members of the minority groups.
fessor of speech, will lecture on Of the fie organizations with mileading a group discussion and nority groups, one has pledged
We CUthitratirr?
working with groups at 3:30 p.m. members of the Jewish and Mexitoday in the Student Union.
can groups, one has a Mexican
Without anticipation
member, and two have Jewish
of a prize,
mernbers:"-Our only reward
Fifteen of the 19 fraternal or’and satisfaction
ganizations favored the mixing of
Is to see you happy
minority clubs with whites at
and go into actigp.
social events, such as’student body
FOR RENT
dances and organizational exHenry Steiling SAINTE CLAIRE
Furnished house suitable for change meetings.
and boys
BARBER SHOP
either three or four men or
One Grecian group was in
women, vacant June 23. Call after favor so long as the events were
Hotel Ste. Claire
5 p.m. at CY 4-5586.
"limited" (no definition of the
Rooms available for summer: word "limited" was given) and
Student men, twin beds, linen in- as long as the members of the
cluded, laundry privileges, close minority groups were on nearly
to campus. 633 S. Fifth street. the same educational level as
CY 5-4627.
the rest of the organizations,
The remaining four "Greek
Women: Summer school, nice
rooms, good food, near campus, Gods" stated that they did not
six weeks $75. Mrs. Hays, 156 N. wish to participate in social events
, 4.
Rhmembers of the minority
street.
groups.
’ Women: Clean, comfortable furnished rooms with showers and
Less Prejudice in Sports
kitchen privileges, available all
One fraternal affiliation said
summer 544 S Seventh_str.eet_
they-would -refrain from--tskingpart in athletic competition with
FOR SALE
the so-called minorities. No spe1946 "74" flathead, Harley Dav- cific reason was given for this attiidson in good condition. Make of- tude.
9opej
repo stat -that u the
- --MS Font four door sedan, re. new of athletics, racial prejudice
conditioned inside and out, runs Wat less prevalent than in the’
good, radio, heater, fog and spot. social activities arena.
ON THE BIG BASIN ROAD
Another part of the study for
lights, new paint and upholstery,
Just
Outside Boulder Creek
I_
the
by
Unity
Civic
$350. See Wallace Coker after- 5 the Council for
. Spartan ’students was the inter-- p.m. at 448 N. Second street.

Announcements

Rally Leaders
Meet Toni ht

-

marvin-mmlinState to Auction Classified Ads
For Bigger Campus

Thirteen new members were,
added to the roll of the Silver!
Saber society at a dinner held’
recently at Vahl’s club in Alviso,’
according to Harry Russell, presi- I
dent.
Five residences located within
New members include: Edward
the area between Seventh and
R. Montano, Thomas W. GwIng
Ninth streets, which is to be inJr., Angelo J. Hillas, Loyal M.
corporated into the campus of San
Mover, Duane D. Lewis, Joe C.
Jose State college, will be sold at
Lopez, Richard D. Olson, Leopold
auction at 2 o’clock Thursday af,
Ortiz.
ternoon, by the State of CaliMitchell Kanalakis, Thomas W.
fornia.
Snashall, Jr., Raymond L. Mat- I
thews, Abbott ’E. Stinchcomb, and 1 Purchasers must remove or demolish the houses before Sept. 1,
John N. Thompson.
1950, in order that t e an may
be available for the erection of
new college buildings.
The houses to be auctioned are
FATHER’S
Cr
WI. notice
DAY

Survey Shows SJS Has
rRace Prejudice Groups

follows:

1. 235 S. Eighth street, twotory frame rustic and shingle
dwelling, two 3-car garages.
men overhea
-2.-221:: S. Eighth street, onestory- frame rustic building, twb
frame sheds.
3. 169 S. Eighth street, twostory frame building, wood frame
garage.
4. 163 S. Eighth street, modern
six-room stucco bungalow, detached stucco garage.
5. 262 S..Seventh street, twostory fraine rustic dwelling. 2-car
garage with corrugated iron roof,
storage shed and tank house.

FINE FOOD?
THEN COME IN TO THE ARCADIA FOR
FOOD AT ITS B E S T. KAY DALMASSO
WILL MAKE Y 0 U R DINNER TO YOUR
CHOICE.
-RIGHT ACROSS FROM THE CIVIC-

SWIM and Dance

t Pool

19$3 Terraplane (Hudson) convertible coupe, 6.00 x 16 wheels,
rumble seat, $75. Jim Gessner, 567
S. Eighth snivel CY 3-9647.
LOST
Plain gold Alpha Omicrom Pi
pin, engraved "Silvia Kilege." $5
reward. Please return to Information office.
SERVICES
Term papers typed, rapid, accurate, 20 years experience, student rate 61.25 hour. 28 S. 13th
, street. CY 3-6738.
, Teacher
graduates:
If
not
’ placed, phone or call during vacation. Registration free. Primary,
elementary, high school, (many
majors). Interviews 4 to 8, all day
Saturdays. After June 16 open
during the. day. Assured Agency,
577 14th street, Oakland, GL
2-1505.

Like good Chinese Food? . . . CY 2-8772
OR DINE AT THE

CHINESE LANTERN

.

BRINGS STEAMINa:h1C5T:
MEAL TO YOUR DOOR

173 W. Santa Qlgrto

91 u.J

’NM

110.

